For[a}ged Readies for Fall Opening
in the Dairy Block
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Denver design practice Arch11, Inc. and Pondarosa Construction are
nearing completion of a new restaurant concept that joins the Dairy Block
development in Lower Downtown Denver. The 5,100-SF build-out will
result in For[a]ged, which will specialize in local and seasonal ingredients,
with an in-house knife forging element. The interior also features a
dramatically cantilevered mezzanine level perched above the kitchen
and bar area.
For[a]ged joins a number of other recently added dining spaces within the
full-block build-out of the Dairy Block as the new development continues
to take on tenants. Among them Run for the Roses, Poka Lola Social Club
and Kachina Cantina, located on the first floor of the 172-room Maven
Hotel completed in 2017. Huckaberry Roasters, The Perfect Petal, and Milk
Market are also among of the other eclectic hospitality and retailed-based
businesses taking space within the Dairy Block.

Wild Blue Yonder Brewery in Castle Rock
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Wild Blue Yonder Brewing Company is set to take flight in Castle Rock,
Colorado as builders, Faurot Construction, put the finishing touches on the
new space in preparation for a fall 2018 opening. The 3,500 SF brewery is
being developed by owners Andrew, Rachel, and Dean Wasson, all former
Air Force Officers, and showcases the sense of adventure and freedom
associated with the Wild Blue Yonder notion. Located at 6th and Wilcox in
downtown Castle Rock, the new brewery and restaurant will encompass a
650-SF brewhouse on display and 1,920-SF of barroom seating for up to 85
patrons and additional exterior seating along the sidewalk.
Architectural services were led by Clutch Design Studio of Denver whose
design vision hopes to establish Wild Blue Yonder as a new gateway in
the heart of Castle Rock. A north-facing clearstory gives the roof line the
angular, upward form of a confident take off. Large, roll-up glass garage
doors open the interior of the building to increase interior/exterior
connections and showcase the view of the town’s namesake landmark.
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